Comparison of near-infrared spectroscopy and laser Doppler flowmetry for detecting decreased hepatic inflow in the porcine liver.
Hepatic artery and portal vein thrombosis are devastating complications of partial liver transplantation. Early detection of inflow complications is important, as re-reconstruction can salvage the graft. Near-infrared spectroscopy or laser Doppler flowmetry can be used to detect tissue oxygenation or microcirculation on the liver surface. The aim of this study was to examine which of these two methods better detects changes in hepatic inflow. Sangen-strain pigs (n = 5) were used. The tips of the near-infrared spectroscopy and laser Doppler flowmetry probes were placed separately on the surface of the right liver. Inflow to the liver was controlled during the following seven conditions: control (not clamped), half- and totally clamped portal vein, half- and totally clamped hepatic artery, and half- and totally clamped portal vein and artery. Tissue blood flow was calculated using laser Doppler flowmetry. Oxyhemoglobin, deoxyhemoglobin, and the tissue oxygenation index were measured and calculated using a near-infrared spectroscopy system. The tissue blood flow and oxygenation index could not be used to differentiate between the half-clamped portal vein, half-clamped hepatic artery, and totally clamped portal vein conditions. The oxyhemoglobin minus deoxyhemoglobin value was significantly decreased after half or total clamping of the portal vein or hepatic artery (p <. 001 for each condition). The findings of the present study indicate that near-infrared spectroscopy was more sensitive than Doppler flowmetry for detecting changes in hepatic tissue inflow from the liver surface.